In a group setting come and experience Act of Consciousness as presented by Adamus Saint-Germain - how your reality is created and how you can change it. You will have an opportunity to go beyond words into true feelings and share experiences.

Requirements:
You will need to have purchased and read Adamus Saint-Germain’s book “Act of Consciousness”. It is available from:
Amazon.com:  http://amzn.com/B00V10JOZ0

Location: Dalkeith, Western Australia
Session Dates & Times:
Saturday, 17 October 2015, time 1.00pm – 4.00pm - Part One – At the Threshold
Saturday, 24 October 2015, time 1.00pm – 4.00pm - Part Two – Human and Divine
Saturday, 31 October 2015, time 1.00pm – 4.00pm - Part Three – Spiritual Physics
Saturday, 07 November 2015, time 1.00pm – 4.00pm - Part Four – It is Time
(please note extra sessions may be added if need be)
Cost: $30.00 per session

If you wish to participate in this event, please register via email: lilianatough@bigpond.com
If you are interested in attending this event at a different date, please express interest via email.

What readers of this book have said:
“Brilliant! Adamus, Geoffrey and Linda at their best! Radical and inspiring, enlightening and frightening – so much freedom, so much release, so much I AM Presence. Crimson Circle is again at the edge of spiritual consciousness teachings in a spectacularly empowering and uplifting way.” – Wulfing von Rohr

“I found this little book a jewel on many levels - transformational to heart and mind.” – Bjorn Oppedal

“Brilliant information for those who are ready to expand their consciousness and remember themselves” - Donna
Life is an act. We act like humans and therefore we experience like humans with a litany of limitations, shortcomings and drama that mask our underlying angelic consciousness.

In Act of Consciousness, Ascended Master Adamus Saint-Germain begins by explaining the metaphysics of energy. He defines the difference between consciousness and energy, and makes the clear point that we are beings of consciousness - not energy - and that the passion of our pure consciousness attracts energy from the unified field to manifest our reality. Adamus defines the four primary levels of energy including Core (soul), Crystalline, Cosmic and Earth while educating the reader about how the various levels are used by our consciousness to manifest our stage-of-life.

Adamus implores the reader to act like a Master rather than acting like a less-than-perfect human. This act will literally change the type of energy being attracted into the reader’s life, and therefore change the reality theatre one exists within. Some readers will question this approach, saying, "It’s not real because it’s just an act," to which Adamus will reply, "But everything in your life is just an act, so why not act like a prosperous, healthy and wise Master? This will change the theatre of your life, but the real question is, 'Are you really ready for a substantial change, or are you just trying to tidy up your current stage?'"

It’s a remarkably simple and effective approach to an otherwise mental and laborious process of becoming your full potential. Act of Consciousness will make you laugh, make you angry and make you question your old beliefs about how reality is created and experienced. By the time you read Saint-Germain’s last words you will cry a few tears of joy and relief to know that life is as easy as an Act of Consciousness.